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CODING FOR AT-USER MULTIPLE..ACCESS CHANNEL

By Shih-Chun Chang

A dissertation submitted to the Graduate Division of the

University of Hawaii in partial fulfillment

of the requirements for the degree of

Doctor of Philosophy

ABSTRACT

Coding schemes for the discrete memoryless T-user adder channel

are investigated in this paper.

First, the capacity region of the noiseless T-user adder channel,

and the maximal achievable rate for T-user uniquely decodable codes are

derived. Second, code constructions are presented, including a class

of T-user uniquely decodable codes with rates asymptotically equal to

the maximal achievable value. A decoding algoritlun for these codes is

also presented. Finally, a class of T-user error-correcting codes for

the noisy adder channel is constructed.
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CHAPTER 1

Introduction

Consider the multiple-access communication system depicted in

Figure I in which T statistically independent sources are attempting

to transmit data to T separate destinations over a common channel. The

T messages UI,Uz' ... ,UT emanating from the T sources are encoded inde

pendently according to T block codes Cl'CZ"" 'Gr of the same length N.

Assume that the T encoders maintain bit and word synchronization. The

T code words Zl' Z2' ••• ,Z1' emanating from the T encoders are combined by

the channel into a single vector Z with symbols from a certain alphabet.

The single decoder at the receiver processes the received vector ~and

decodes it in T estimated messages Ul,UZ' ... ,UT for the T destinations.

The T codes CI ,Cz' ••• ,CT together are called a T-user code

(Cl ,Cz' ... 'Cor) for the system shown in Figure 1, each individual code

is called a constituent code. Let Mi be the number of distinct mes

sages produced by the i-th source Si' Assume that all the messages of

S. are equally likely. Then, the rate of the i-th constituent code is
1 --

R.
1

The rate Rstun of the T-user code (Cl'CZ"" ,Cor) is defined as the

following stun:.._. _. ..

Rstun = ~ + Rz + ••• + R.r

The multiple-access channel is a T-input single-output channel. In
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our study, we assume that the channel is discrete and memoryless. The

word, discrete, means that the T inputs zl'zZ'." ,zT take symbols from

T finite alphabets respectively and the output symbol z is also from a

finite alphabet. The word, memoryless, implies that the output symbol

at a given instant depends statistically only on the corresponding T

inputs zl'zZ"" ,zT. The channel is specified by a transition proba

bility assignment P[z I zl ,zZ,· .. ,zTJ .

In this thesis, we consider two particular discrete memoryless

T-user multiple-access channels (DMTMAC) as shown in Figure Z(a) and

Z(b). For the first channel model, each input alphabet consists of

two integers 0 and 1, and the output z is the SlDB of the T inputs

where + denotes the real addition. Therefore, each output symbol is an

integer from the set {O,1 ,Z , ..• ,T} . This channel is called a T-user

noiseless adder channel. The transition probability of the noiseless

adder channel is given as follows:

The second channel, model is also aT-user adder charmel except noise is

introduced. The channel can be treated as a noiseless adder channel

followed by a cascaded channel with particular nonzero transition pro

babilities. For T = 3, the noiseless and noisy 3-user adder channels
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are shown in Figure 3.

The function of the decoder is to examine the channel output, and

send estimates of the transmitted messages to the destinations. Ideally

these will be equal to the transmitted messages.

Multiple-access comnn.mication systems were first studied by

Shannon [1J in 1961. In 1971, .Ahlswede [2J determined the capacity

regions for the 2-user and 3-user multiple-access channels with inde

pendent sources, and van der Meulen [3J put forward a limiting expres

sion and simple inner and outer bounds on the capacity region for the

2-user multiple-access channel. In 1972, Liao [4J studied the general

T-user multiple-access channels with independent sources. He fonnulated

the capacity regions for these channels and proved the ftmdamental

coding theorems, Later, Slepian and Wolf [5J considered the case with

correlated sources , and discussed the continuous multiple-access

channel. The results for the Gaussian multiple-access channel were

presented by Cover [6], Wyner [7]. .Ahlswede [8J extended the 2- input

I-output multiple-access case to 2-input and 2-output, and Ulrey [9J

generalized the previous results to arbitrary-input, arbitrary-output

cases in 1975. For the single-user channel, it is known that feedback

will not increase capacity, but Gaarder and Wolf [10J, and Cover and

Leung-Yan-Cheong [11] showed that feedback will enlarge the capacity

region. An extensive survey on the information theoretic aspects of

multiple-access channels has recently been assembled by van der Meulen

[l2J, [13].

The coding problem for multiple-access channels were attacked
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first by Weldon and Yiu [14], [15], Kasami and Lin [16], [17], Tilborg

[18] . Their work concentrated on code construction for the 2-user

adder channel.

In this thesis, we investigate block coding for the T-user adder

channels. A T-user code (Cl'C2, ..• ,CT) is said to be tmiquely decodable

if the decoder is always capable of decoding every received vector ~

witho;ut ambiguity in T code vectors that were .transmitted from the T

constituent codes. In Chapter 2, we derive the capacity region of the

noiseless T-user adder channel, and determine the maximal achievable

rate for T-user uniquely decodable codes. In Chapter 3, some basic

properties of T-user tmiquely decodable codes for the noiseless adder

channel are studied. In Chapter 4, we present several different means

of constructing T-user uniquely decodable codes. One of these coding

schemes is particularly interesting in that the rate Rsun of the T

user code (Cl'C2, ... ,Cr) is asymptotically equal to the maximal

achievable value in the capacity region. We also exhibit a technique

for shortening codes and a decoding algoritlun in this chapter. Finally,

we construct T-user codes with rate vectors lying close to the boundary

of the capacity region. In Chapter 5 we study the noisy adder channel.

The tenns'error', 'distance', and 'minirntmJ. distance of a T-user code'

are defined, and a basic theorem for error correction is presented. A

class of T-user tmiquely decodable codes with error-correcting capa

bilities is constructed.
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CHAPTER Z

Capacity Calculation

Consider a discrete memoryless multiple-access channel with T

independent sources. It has been proved by Liao [4J that, for any rate

vector B:. = (~,Rz, ... ,Rr) in the capacity region, there exist T encod

ers and a decoder such that the probability of decoding error can be

made arbitrarily small with sufficiently long code length. Liao also

proved the converse to the coding theorem, i.e. if the rate vector

R = ~ ,Rz' ... 'Rr) is outside of the capacity region, the probability

of decoding error is bounded away from zero.

The capacity region of a T-user multiple-access channel can be

specified as follows. First, the inputs, output and channel statistics

must be defined. The probability distributions for the T inputs are

specified by using Zl' Zz' ... ,ZT as input random variables, and the

marginal probabilities for zlEAl , ZzEAz' ••• , ZT€A.r are denoted by

PZl(Zl)' PZz(Zz), ... , PZT(ZT), where ~,AZ"··'A.r are the T input

alphabets. Let AO denote the charmel output alphabet. Let Z denote

the channel output random variable. Then the channel is specified by

the conditional probability between the T inputs and the output,

where Z € AO' and z . E A. for i = l, Z, ... ,T.
1 1

Denote R(PZlPZZ."PZT) as the set of rate vectors (~,RZ"."Ry)

satisfying the following equations,
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(2.1)

where I(Zl;Zlz2, ... ,ZT)' I(Zl,Z2;ZIZ3, •.. ,ZT)' ... , I(Zl,Z2, ... ,ZT;Z)

are (conditional) mutual mfcrmatdons [19J calculated by using
T

Pz Z2 ZT = .II PZ· , as the joint input probability distribution.1 ... 1=1 1

Then the capacity region is defined as the convex hull UR() Pz.) ,
P 1=1 1

where P denotes the class of all j oint input probability distributions
T

. II PZ. , and the union is taken over all probability distributions in
1=1 1

P •

2.1 Capacity Region of the Noiseless T-User Adder Channel

For the noiseless T-user adder channel, the conditional proba

bility between inputs and output is defined as follows.

(2.2)

Using Equation 2.2 we can calculate the conditional mutual infonnation

between Zl and Z, given Za,Z3, ••• ,ZT. The derivation is shown below.
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PZ1Z Z Z (zlz1'zz'··· ,zT)
1 Z· •• T

PZIZ2' .. ZT (z IZz ' ..• , zT)
. logZ -----------

1
. logz --------------

PZ!ZZ .. ,ZT (zl+z2+·· .+zTI z2'· .• ,zT)

=

(2.3)

Since H(Zl) is a binary entropy, its value is less than or equal to 1;

equality holds if and only if P
Zl

(0) = PZl (1) = l/Z .

The other conditional mutual infonnations are derived in a similar

manner. The derivation of the conditional mutual infonnation between

Z1' Z2' and Z, given Z3' ... , ZT are shown below,
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1
• logz-------------

PZ!Z3Z4···ZT(Zl+Z2+···+ZTlz3···ZT)

= =

(2.4)

By the synunetry of the noiseless adder channel, and the convexity

of the capacity region, it is easy to show that the maximal value of

H(Zl+ZZ) is achieved when input probabilities are equal, L,e,

Thus, the maximal value of H(Zl+ZZ) can be calculated as follows,

Pz +Z (1) =
1 2

,

or
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Z (~)
~ I

i=O Z2

(Z.6)

Similarly, for 1 s S ~ T-l , we have

I (i)
i=O ZS

(Z.7)

where equality holds if and only if all inputs have equal probabili

ties. Finally,

T (~)I _1_

i=O 2T
(Z.8)

We can summarize the previous results as follows:

'Theorem 2.1: The capacity region C for the noiseless T-user

adder with independent binary inputs is:



o s

o s

~+Rz+···+Rg

R1 + P'2 + ••• + R.r

14

S (~ ) Z8
s· l ---- log -----

i=O 2S 2 (~ )

T (I) ZT!
s I-log -

i=O ZT Z (i )

The 3-user case is depicted in Figure 4.

z.z The Maximal Achievable Rate of T-User Uniquely Decodab1e Codes

In section 2.1, we proved that ~ + Rz + .•. + R.r s

T (I) ZTl --log -- = r~. This value is the maximal achievable rate
i=O 2T 2 (!') -'1'

1

for T-user uniquely decodab1e codes. It plays an important role in

code evaluation since it is a simple measure of the efficiency of a

T-user code.

We have not found a closed form expression for c.i-. However the

following 1ennnas will provide an asymptotic expression for c.r .

, 1 d
Lennna 2.1: Cf is bounded below by '2 log2 "2

Proof: Since ( T ) > (T
1
. ), T ~ i ~ 0, therefore[TJ -

Z

T (i) 2T
l -log -

i=O 2T Z (: )
1

However,

(Z.9)
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Figure 4. Capacity Region of the Noiseless 3-User Adder Channel
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[20, p. 466] .
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(2.10)

It follows from (2.9) and (2.10) that

= 1 log
2

1fT
2 2

Q.E.D.

Lemma 2.2: ~ is bounded above by i log2 1f~T •

Proof: Let Z be a random variable with range {O,1,2, ..• ,T}, and

probability distribution,

Then the mean and variance of Z are

E[Z] =
T
1: PZ(i) . i

i=O

T= "2
(2.11)

Let

Var[Z] = T T 2
1: PZ(i) . (i-"2)

i=O

T= 4
(2.12)

L(i) =
1

T 2 T
- (i- -) / (-)

e 2 2 (2.13)
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Consider the following average,

-I Pz(i) log2 L(i) = - J Pz(i) [- 1
2

log
2

1TT
i=O 1=0 2

T 2
(i- 2") ]

T log2 e

2

= ~ log2 1Ti + ~ log2 e Var[Z]

= 1 log 1TT + 1
2

log
2

e
2 2 2

1 1TeT
= 2" log2 2

(2.14)

Since

we have

1 T T . L(i)Ci- - - log 1Te = .L PZ(1) log2 --
2 2 Z 1=0 PZ(i)

s ~ P (i) [L(i) - 1 ]
i~O Z PZ(i) logZ e

= logZ e [J L(i) - 1 ]
1=0

(2.15)

However,
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2' T'
T T/2 e- i /(z)
I L(i) = I

i=O i=-T/2 ~ ~T

2/ T

f_:
.-x (-r)

s;; e
dx 1= .

~~T
(Z.16)

It follows from (Z.15) and (Z.16) that

c' - !. log 1TeT s 0
T Z Z Z

Therefore, we obtain

1 log 1TeT
Z Z 2

Q.E.D.

It follows from Lemma Z.l and Lemma 2.2 that we have

;L.. _ 1 1 1T d _ 1 1Te
WHere "i - '2 ogz '2' an €Z - '2 log2 T

Therefore, for large T, c.f is asymptotically equal to ~ logZ T .

(Two quantities gl (t) and gz (t) are asymptotically equal, denoted by

gl(t) ~ g2(t) , if and only if the ratio of gl(t) and gZ(t) approaches

to urri.ty as t -+ co [21].)
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Summarizing the above results, we have the following theorem.

Theorem Z.z: The maximal achievable rate of a T-user uniquely

decodable code for the noiseless T-user adder channel with independent

binary inputs is asymptotically equal to ~ logZ T .
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rnAPTER 3

Properties of T-User Uniquely Decodable Codes

In Chapter 2, we have detennined the capacity region for the

noiseless T-user adder channel and have derived the maximal achievable

rate of a T-user uniquely decodable code. In this chapter we will

introduce some basic concepts and then investigate the fundamental

properties of T-user uniquely decodable codes.

3.1 Definitions

Let A = {O,l} and B = {O,l,-l} be two subsets of the real field F.

Let pN denote the vector space of all N-tuples over F, i.e.

Clearly the set of all binary N-tuples, AN = {O,l}N, Is .a subset of pN.

Let Cl,C2, ... ,Cr be T subsets of AN. We will use these T subsets of

binary vectors as constituent codes of a T-user code (Cl ,C2, ... ,CT) .

Consider a T-user code (Cl'C2, .. · ,Cr). Let (Z1' Z2'· •• ,ZT) and

(Z~,Z2, .•• ,Z~) be two distinct sets of vectors in (Cl,C2, ,CT), with

Z. and Z~ € C. for 1 ~ i ~ T. Then the T-user code (Cl,C2, ,CT) is
-]. -]. ].

said to be uniquely decodable if and only if

Z1 + Z2 + ••• + Z~ :f zi + z~ +
,

+ Z~

where + denotes the real addition and the addition operation is

performed componentwise. If the channel in the connmmication system
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of Figure 1 is aT-user noiseless adder channel and the constituent

codes Cl'CZ' ... ,Cr employed by the system form a T-user uniquely

decodable code, then the decoder is capable of decoding every possible

received vector;' without ambiguity in T code words that were trans

mitted by the T encoders. The decoding can be achieved by using

decoding tables. As example, C
1

= {(11),(00)}, Cz =" {(lO),(Ol)},

C3 = {(10), (DO)} form a 3-user urriquely decodable code whose decoding

table is shown in Table 3.1.

Definition: The rate of a T-user code (Cl'CZ' ... 'Cr), denoted by

R
SlUn

' is defined as the sum of the rates of its constituent codes, Le.

logz!Cil
where R. =---- ,

1. N
length.

ICi I is the size of the Ci, and N is the code

For the noiseless T-user adder channel, it is desirable to

construct T-user umquery decodable codes with rate vectors (~,Rz,... ,

Rr) as close to the boundary of the capacity region as possible. More

specifically, we want to construct T-user uniquely decodable codes with

maximal achievable rates R .sum
An interesting case in the study of T-user uniquely decodable

codes is that the constituent codes have equal rates, L, e. Rl = Rz =

... :::: Rr. The simplest equal-rate case is that each constituent code

consists of exactly two code words, L e. ICi I = Z, for i sis T. For

this case, the rate of a T-user code is equal to ~. Obviously in
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order to achieve the maximal rate for a fixed T, we must minimize the

code length N. In other words, for a given number of users, T, and

each constituent code containing two words, we want to construct T-user

urriquely decodable codes with a minimum N. A T-user code of this

nature is called an optimal T-user code. In the following chapter, we

will present a number of methods for constructing optimal or near

optimal T-user codes for which each constituent code contains two words.

T-user uniquely decodable codes for which each constituent code con

tains more than two words can be obtained from the T-user uniquely

decodable codes with two words in each constituent code by using the

time-sharing scheme Ll I,

3.2 Matrix Representation

Consider a T-user uniquely decodable code (Cl,C2, ... ,Cr) for which

each constituent code contains two words. Let Xi and Yi be the two

words in the i-th constituent code Ci. We call the vector

d. = X· - Y·
-1 -1-1

as the difference vector of C., where '-' denote the real subtraction.
1

Clearly, the difference vector d. has components from the set {O,l,-l}.
-1

Now we form a Tx N ternary matrix D in which the i-th row is the,.,

difference vector d. of C.. This matrix is referred to as the
-1 1

difference matrix of the T-user code (Cl'C2, •.. ,CT). This matrix ~

will play a central role in the construction of T-user lmiquely

decodable codes.

It follows from the definition of unique decodability that a
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T-user code (Cl,C2, ... ,Cr) is tmiquely decodable if and only if, for

any two distinct sets of vectors (II' Zz" •• ,ZT) and (Ii ,Iz" ..,~) in

(Cl'C2,· •• ,S) ,

(3.1)

where QN is the all-zero N-tuple. Since the constituent code Ci,,
1 s i ~ T, contains exactly two words Xi and Yi ' Zi-Ii must be one of

the following three possible vectors:

(1)

(2)

Z. - Z~ = ON
-]. -].

,
Z. - Z. = d.
-]. -]. -].

(L,e , Z· = X.
-]. -].

(3)
,

Z. - Z. = -d,
-]. -]. -].

(L,e , Z. = y. and Z~ = X.)
-]. -]. -].-].

Let m = (~,rnz, ..• 'lIl.r) be a vector in {O,1 , -I}T. Then it follows from

the definition of unique decodability and (3.1) that the T-user code

(Cl'C2, ••. ,Cr) is urriquefy decodable if and only if

~~ + rnzdz + ••• +~ = m~ :f ON (3.2)

for any m :f oT., and m!2 = ON when and only when m = Q.T .

Therefore, the necessary and sufficient conditions for aT-user

code with two words per .constituent code to be uniquely decodable can

be expressed in terms of the difference matrix D as following:....

Theorem 3.1: Let (Cl'C2, ... ,Cr) be a T-user code of length N

for which each constituent code contains two code words. Let D be...,

its difference matrix. Let m = (~,rnz,'" ,rnr) be aT-tuple in
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T{O,l,-l}. Then (Cl'C2, ... 'So) is tmiquely decodable if and only if

implies that!!! is the all zero T-tuple, or m = OT .

Theorem 3.1 actually says that a T-user code is uniquely decodable

if and only if the rows of its difference matrix are linearly indepen

dent over the subset {O,l,-l} of the real field F. Given a T x N

matrix Dover {O,1, -l} such that the rows of D are linearly independent
N N

over {O,l,-l}, it is possible to construct aT-user uniquely decodable

code (Cl ,C2, ... ,Cr). The two vectors Xi and!i of the i-th constituent

code C. are obtained from the i -th row d; of D in the following manner:
1 -.... N

(1)

(2)

(3)

If the l-th component of d. is a "0", then the l-th components
-1

of X. and y. are set to "0".
-1 -1

If the l-th component of d. is a "1", then we set the l-th
-1

component of X. to "1" and the l-th component of y. to "0".
-1 -1

If the l-th component of d. is a "-1", we set the l-th component
-1

of X. to "0" and the l-th component of Y. to "1".
-1 -1

The T-user code constructed in the above manner is said to be in nonnal

form. From a given matrix D, we can construct more than one T-user
N

uniquely decodable code, because the l-th components of Xi and Yi can

be both set to either "0" or to "1" when the l-th component of di is a

"0". All the 'I'-user uniquely decodable codes constructed from a given

D are said to be equivalent.
N
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Example: Consider the following matrix 121 ,

The 3-user tmiquely decodable code in nonnal fonn constructed from

lh is
Cl = { (11) , (00) }

C2 = { (10) , (01) }

C3 = {(10),(00)}

The decoding tables for this 3-user code are shown in Table 3.1 (a) and

(b). The entries of Table 3.l(a) are the vector sums Zl+~Z with Zl €

Cl and ~2 E C2. The entries of Table 3.1 (b) are the vector sums

(Zl+~2) + ~3 with Zl+ZZ € Cl+CZ' and Z3 E C3• The decoding is done

by table look-up.. First, we locate the received vector ~ in Table

3.l(b) and determine Z3 and Zl+ZZ. Then we locate the vector Zl+ZZ

in Table 3.1 (a) and determine Zl and Zz .



TABLE 3.1

DECODING TABLE FOR TIlE THREE-USER CODE

sPocIFIEDBY !!1 = [: -~ ]

26

11 00

10 21 10
01 12 01

(a)

01 10 12 21

10
00

11 20 22
01 10 12

(b)

31
21
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CHAPTER 4

Code Construction

In this chapter, methods of constructing T-user urrique'ly decodable

codes will be presented. One class of T-user unique'ly decodable codes

which will be studied in detail contains codes with rates asymptoti

cally equal to the maximal achievable value for T-user uniquely

decodable codes.

4.1 Computer-generated Optimal Codes

As defined in Chapter 3, for a given T, any T-user urriquely

decodable code with a minimum code length ~in is called an optimal

T-user code. 'The following values of ~in have been found by computer

search.

TABLE 4.1

NUMERICAL VALUES FOR OPTIMAL CODES

T

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

N

1

2

2

3

3

4

4

4
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Codes with these minimum lengths can be constructed by usmg teclmiques

presented in sequel.

4.2 Augmente<l Code Construction

Nonnally the difference matrix ~ of a T-user code has entries from

the set {O,l,-l}. If we restrict the "entries of D to the subset {O,l}....

of {O,1,-I}, then the T-user code constructed from }l in the normal fonn

will contain the zero N-tuple as a common vector in all T constituent

codes. We will show how to modify a known difference matrix ~ of a

T-user uniquely decodable code of length N with entries in {O,l} to a

new difference matrix llt with entries in {O,l,-l}. The new difference

matrix 2t defines a (T+N-l) -user uniquely decodable code of length N.

Theorem 4.1: Let ~ be a T x N difference matrix of aT-user

uniquely decodable code of length N with entries in {O ,I}, where

the first colunm of !\, is the all-one T-tuple. Then there exists a

(T+N-l) x N matrix 2t derived from llt" such that llt is the difference

matrix of a (T+N-l)-user uniquely decodable code of length N.

Proof: Let n = (d.. ) , with d
1
- - E {O,l}. Define n' as follows,

"'b 1J TxN J ;:;:0

, ,
n, = (d-.)
;:;;.0 1J TxN

where

L:
when d.. = 1

d~ _
1J

=
1J

, when d .. = 0
1J

Then, we have
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2d.. = 1 + d~.
1.J 1.J

Let E be an (N-l) x N matrix of the following form:,..,

1 0 -1 -1

11 -1 0 -1
E = N-l,..,

11 -1 -1 0

~ N ~

Using ~ and ;g, we form the .following (T+N-l) x N matrix:

Assume m = (m1,!!!.z) be the solution of

mD = ON
-Nt -

(4.1)

(4.2)

(4.3)

where m € {O,1, -l}T, !!!.I = (~1'~2'··· '~T)' and!!!:z = (IDzl'IDz2' .•• '

rnz N-l)· From (4.3), we have,.

T N-l
2 ~. d~l + l m2· = 0 ,. 1 .11. 1. . 1 J1.= J=

T N-1
2 ~. d~ 01- 2 ~. = 0 ,

i=l .11. 1.,~+ j=l ~J

jrl

l= 1,2, ... ,N-1.

(4.4)
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Equations 4.4 can be re-written by adding the first one to all others.

This gives

T ,
1: ml" (l+d" 2) + ffizl = 0 ,

i=l J. J.

(4.5)

T ,
1: ml" (1+d-N) + m, N" = a .i=l J.. J. . L., -.1

By using Equation 4.1, we can express (4.5) in the following form:

(4.6).
2 ( Jl '"li dm) + "'z,N-l = 0 .

Since mi j E {O,l,-l}, it follows that the only solution of !!!z in

Equation 4.6 is the (N-l)-tuple zero vector Q.N-l. Then from Equations

4.6 and the first one in Equations 4. 4 we obtain

T
I m.. - d"l = 0"1 iJ. J.J.=

T
1: ml - dON = 0

"1 J. J.J.=

,

These equalities imply that ~~ = ON. Since ~ defines aT-user

uniquely decodable code, by Theorem 3.1 !I!lkb = ON implies that m1 = OT.

Thus m = (!!!1'~) = oT+N-l and so Qt defines a (T+N-l)-user uniquely
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decodab1e code of length N.

Q.E.D.

Any N x N nonsingular matrix with entries over' {O,l} is trivially

a difference matrix for an N-user uniquely decodable code of length N.

This theorem shows that we can use this simple matrix to construct a

(2N-l)-user tmiquely decodable code of length N.

Basic Construction

Consider the following matrix:

1 1 1 1

11 1 0 0

~ = 1 0 1 0 N

11 0 0 1

N •

The deteminant of !q, is equal to - (N-2), [22]. Therefore for N ~ 3,

this matrix is nonsingular. By Theorem 4.1 we can define a (2N-l)

user uniquely decodab1e code of length N with the following difference

matrix,

,

where
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1 1 1 I" I1 1 -1 -1

~ = 1 -1 1 -1 N

1 -1 -1 1 j
N

1 0 -1 -1 I1 -1 a -1
E = N-l....

1 -1 -1 a 1
N

Example: The simplest nontrivial case for which Theorem 4.1

applies has N = 3, and T = 5. Let

[ ~
1 1 ]~ = 1 a
a 1

and

E [ ~
a

-~ ]=....
-1

Then, we obtain the following difference matrix:
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1 1 1

1 1 -1

~ = 1 -1 1

1 0 -1

1 -1 0

Based on ~t' the five constituent codes in nonnal form are:

Cl = {(Ill) , (OOO)}

C2 = {(110),(001)}

C3 = { (101) , (010) }

C4 = { (100) , (001) }

Cs = { (100) , (010) }

Table 4.2 lists all outputs for the S-user noiseless adder channel.

4.3 Iterative Construction

In Chapter 2 we proved that the maximal achievable rate for a

T-user uniquely decodable code is asymptotically equal to ! 10&2T .

For the equal-rate case, the maximal rate of a T-user code is achieved

by the rate vector,

(
10g2T
-- + E:,

2T

10&2T
--'--+ E:, ••• ,

2T

"10g2T"+ E: )

2T

10g2T
where E: is much smaller than 2T for large T.

Now we will construct T-user codes which achieve this maximal: rate

asymptotically. We also show that this rate vector lies asymptotically
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TABLE 4.2

DECODING TABLE FOR'l1lE BASIC CONSfRUCfION WIlli T = 5 .AND N = 3

111 000

110 221 110
001 112 001

(a)

001 110 112 221

101 102 211 213 322
010 011 120 122 231

(b)

102 211 213 322 011 120 122 231

100

001
202 311 313

103 212 214

422 III

323 012

(c)

220 222 331

121 123· 232

202 311 313 422 111 220 222 331 103 212 214 323 012 121 123 232

100 302 411 413 522 211 320 322 431 203 312 314 423 112 221 223 332

010 212 321 323 432 121 230 232 341 113 222 224 333 022 131 133 242

(d)
. ,
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close to the boundary of the capacity region.

Code Structure

The idea of iterative construction is based on annexing more

colunm.s (Le., bits/word) to the difference matrix of a known uniquely

decodable code, and simultaneously increasing the nmnber of rows (Le.,

users) such that the new matrix is a difference matrix for a uniquely

decodable code with larger T. We will start the code construction with

small N and T, and proceed to higher-order difference matrices in a

systematic way.

The first (trivial) difference matrix is YO = (1), and the second

is

r 11]
~l = l ~ -~

In Chapter 3, we have shown Ql is a difference matrix for a 3-user

uniquely decodable code.

I t happens that 21 can be represented by Qo as follows

D =
"'1

with 10 = (1), Qo = (0). This suggests that it may be possible to

construct D. from D. 1 in a similar manner. The following theorem
J "'J-

proves that this iterative construction works in general.
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Theorem 4.2: Given 20 = (1), consider the following iterative

pattern

D. 1 D. 1
~J- ~J-

D. = D. 1 -D (4.7)
"'J "'J - ~j-1 \

1. 1 O. 1"'J - ~J-

for j ~ 1. Then D. defines a 0+2) ·2j -I-user uniquely decodab1e
"'J

code of length 2j , where I. 1 is the 2j -I-order identity matrix, and
~J-

. 1 . 1
O. 1 is the 2J- x 2J- zero matrix.
"'J -

Proof: The proof is done by mathematical induction on j. For j = 0,

£0 = (1) which specifies a trivial single-user code of length 1. Assume

that Qj -1 defines a 2j -2. (j +1) -user uniquely decodab1e code of length

2j -1 , j ~ 1. Now consider the fo11owirig T. x N. matrix,
. J J

D. 1 D. 1
~J- "'J -

D..- = D. 1 -D (4.8)
"'J "'J - ~j-1

1. 1 O. 1
~J- "'J -

where T. = 2·[2j-2·(j+1)] + 2j-1 = (j+2).2j-1 and N. = 2j-1·2 = 2j .
J J

We want to show that D. is a difference matrix for a T. -user tmique1y
~ J

decodab1e code of length N.•
J N.

Let m = C!!!J.. '!!!.z '!!!3) be a solution vector of mI!j ::: Q. J over
Tj-1 . N'-l

{0 ,1 , -l}, where !!!.1' !!!.2 e: {0 ,1 , -1 } ,rn3 e: {0 ,1 ,-l} J •

From C4. 8), we have



l
In..D. 1 + m...D. 1 + m
-1....J - -~....J - -3

m..D. 1 - mZD. 1-1....J- - ....J-

From (4.9), we obtain

N· 1= 0 J-

N· 1= 0 J-
(4.9)
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l
2nL D. =-":'-1""J-1

m..D. =
-1....J-1 !!!zJ2j-1

(4.10)

Components of 2m1D. 1 must be even integers or zero. Since- ....J-
N· 1

m3 E {0,1,-l} J- , therefore we IIUlSt have

m =-3

From (4.10), we have

N· 1

l
mID. 1 = o J-
- ""J-

N· 1
mZD. 1 = o J-
- ""J-

(4.11)

Since D. 1 is a difference matrix for a T
J
. I-user tmique1y

""J- -

decodab1e code, it follows from Theorem 3.1 that

!!!1 = !!!z = oTj-1

Thus, we have

T·
m = o J
-
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N· T·
This implies that the only solution of mD. = 0 J is m = 0 J

-') -
Therefore, by Theorem 3.1 D

J
. is the difference matrix of T. -user

~ J

tmique1y decodab1e code of length Nj • This concludes our proof.

Q.E.D.

From Theorem 4.2, we can construct a class of Tj-user uniquely

decodab1e codes, for j = 0,1,2, ••••

The rate R~~ of the Tj -user code in this class is

The maximal achievable rate Ci-
j

for a Tj-user tmique1y decodab1e

code is upper bounded by Mr. . By Lemma 2.2, we have
J

It is easy to show for large Nj (or Tj), the ratio

lim
N·~

J

= 1 (4.12)

This implies that, for arbitrary large Nj or Tj, the lIDique1y decodab1e

codes constructed by the iterative method described above have rates

asymptotically equal to the maximum achievable rate.
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Corollary: The T. -user tmiquely decodable code specified by
J

Theorem 4.2 has a rate asymptotically equal to the maximal achievable

rate.

Figure 5 shows the rate R~~ , the upper bound and the lower bound
,

on S .

4.4 Shortening Teclmique

The T-user uniquety decodable codes constructed by using the

i terative method in section 4. 3 have lengths N = 2i with i = l,2,3 , . .. .

In this section, we will present a technique for shortening these codes

to obtain codes with arbitrary code lengths.

Consider a difference matrix D. obtained by using the iterative
....1

method,

D. 1 D. 1....1- ....1-

D. = D. 1 -D· 1....1 ""1- ""l.-

1. 1 O. 1""1- ....1-

This matrix specifies a T. -user tmiquely decodable code of length
1

iN. = 2 where
1

T. = (i+Z).zi-l
1

Let D~ be a matrix obtained from D. by first deleting S columns from....1 ....1

the submatrix
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o
o·U)-

I
21.88

I
18.75

I
15.63

I I
9.38 12.50

LOG m
I

6.25
I

3.13
~JI----+----+--i---+---+---+----f-----II
~.OO 25.00

U>
N

C'1-

--

w
o
°0UU>·Or-
Z
a:
)

t-~- .uu>
a:
0...
a:
u

U>
r-·C'1

Figure 5. Capacity Bounds and T-User Code Rates
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D. 1....1-

B. = D. 1"'1. "'1.-

1. 1....1.-

and then removing all the rows from the submatrix

[

D. 1 -D. 1 ]!:!i = .....1- .....1.-

1. 1 O. 1.....1.- .....1-

except those rows with zero components at all the positions correspond

ing the deleted collmms.

Lenuna 4.1: The rows of D~ are linearly independent over {O,l,-l} .
....1.

Proof: See Appendix A.

,
It follows from Lennna 4.1 that D. is a difference matrix of certain....1.

TiS-user uni.quely decodable code of length Zi_S. The parameter TiS

will be determined later in this section. The following example will

illustrate the shortening technique described above.

Example: Consider the following difference matrix for an 8-user

uniquely decodab1e code
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1 1 1 1

1 -1 1 -1

1 0 1 a
.I.

1 1 -1 -1

~2 = 1 -1 -1 1

1 0 -1 a
~ - -

1 0 a a

a 1 a a

Let S = 1. Suppose we delete the second column. of ~2' Then according

to the shortening teclmique, the 4-th, 5-th and the 8-th rows IIRlSt be

removed. The resultant matrix is

1 1 1

1 1 -1

D' 1 1 a=
"'2 .1 _

1 -1 a
.I _

1 a a

This matrix specifies as-user untquely decodab1e code as following

C1 = { (111) , (000) }

C2 = {(110) , (001) }

C3 = { (110) , (000) }

C4 = { (100) , (010) }
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Cs = {(lOO),(OOO)}

The decoding table is given by Table 4.3. This code is an optimal

code for 5 users.

The deletion of co.lumns from the difference matrix D. described
....1

above is arbitrary, i. e. we may delete any arbitrary S columns from

the submatrix 1i.i. In the following, we will present a systematic way

of deleting columns from B. • For the convenience of presentation, we....1

consider a difference matrix D~ which is equivalent to D.•....1 ~1

For i ~ 1, let D~ be an (i+Z) ·Zi-l x Zi matrix of the following
~1

form:

K. 1 K. 1
~1- ~1-

D~ = K. 1 -K· (4.14)....1 ~1- ~1-l

1. 1 O. 1"'1- "'1. -

where K. 1 is an (i+l)·Zi-2 x Zi-l matrix specified by the following
"'1-

iterative pattern:



TABLE 4.3

DECODING TABLE FOR SHORTENED S~USER CODE

111 000

44

110 221 110

001 112 001
(a)

110 000

100 210 100

010 120 010
(b)

210 100 120 010

100 310 200 220 110
000 210 100 120 010

(c)

<, C3+C4+C5
C1+C2

100 010 110 120 210 200 220 310

001 101 011 111 121 211 201 221 311

110 210 120 220 230 320 310 330 420
112 212 122 222 232 322 312 332 422

221 321 231 331 341 431 421 441 531

Cd)
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~l kll k12 klZ ••• k1 N k
,1 i-2 1,N

i
_Z

~l -kll k12 -k12 •.. k1 N -~,Ni-Z,1 i-2

l<.ri-z,l l<.ri-z,l l<.ri -2,2 l<.r ? •• kr N kTi-Z,Ni-Zi-2'- i-2,1 i-2

kri _2,1 -kyi-2,1 kri -2,2 -l<.ri _2,2 •.. kri -z ,Ni _2
-k

K. 1 = Ti-Z,Ni - Z
""l.- ,

M. 2....1-

(4.15)

with

kn k1Z k1,Ni_Z

K. Z = (4.16)
....1 -

Kri -Z, l l<.ri_Z'z l<.ri-Z,Ni - Z

1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

r0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 1 0 0 00 0
Zi-ZM. Z = (4.17)

""1-

10 0 0 0 0 0 1 0

i-I
f Z ~

and

!O = [lJ MO
= [l OJ .,
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We can show that D~ is equivalent to D
1
· in the sense that D~ is obtain-

~l ~ ~l

ed from ~i by performing a sequence of column. and row permutations (see

Appendix B). Therefore D~ is also a difference matrix of a T, -user
~ 1

tmique1y decodab1e code of length Ni . It is also shown in Appendix B

that the shortening technique described in Lemma 4.1 is applicable to

the matrix D~ •
~l

Now we are ready to describe a systematic way of deleting co1unms

and rows from the difference matrix ~.

Let

K. 1
~-

*B. = K. 1
~l ~l-

1. 1~l-

and

[

K. 1 -K. 1 ]* = ~l- ~-
H. .
~l

I. 1 O· 1~l- "'l.-

When we shorten the code generated by ~ , we always delete the

* *last S columns of B.. Then we remove all the rows from H. except those
~l ~

rows with zero components at all the positions corresponding to the

deleted co1unms.

Since 1 s S s Zi -1, we may expand S-l in radix- Z form as following:

S-l =
i-2 .
I s. ·2J

j=O J
(4.18)
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'Then the mmber of rows to be deleted from H~ is equal to
",,1

. i-Z
21.-1 + S + L S. ·T.

j=O J J
(4.19)

where T. = (j+Z)·Zj-l for j = O,l, ... ,i-Z. 'The derivation of Equation
J

4.19 is given in Appendix C. .As a consequence, we obtain the following

result.

'Theorem 4. 3 : Let Jt
1

*the last S columns of B.,
""1

, ;§~ and Jj~ be defined as above. Deleting

1 s S ~ Zi-1, and removing all rows in H~.....1.

except those with zero components at all the positions corresponding

to the deleted columns, we have a new matrix which specifies a Ti S

user tmiquely decodable code of length Ni S' with the following

parameters,

i-I i-Z
(i+l)·2 - S - L S.·T.

j=O J J

Using the shortening technique described above, we may obtain

T-user tmiquely decodable codes of various lengths. A list of T-user

tmiquely decodable codes with length N s 16 is given in Table 4.4.

4.5 Decoding Algorithm

Decoding aT-user tmiquely decodable code for a noiseless channel

can be accomplished in principle with a decoding table. There is a

one-to-one correspondence between each received N-tuple and a set of



TABLE 4.4

TIffi SHORTENED T-USER CODES OF LENGTH N, FOR 1 s N s 16

48

T

1

2
3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14
15

16

N

1

3

5

8

10

13

15

20

22

25

27

32

34

37
39

48
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T code words--the words transmitted by the T users. As in the single

user situation, however, the decoding table becomes unmanageably large

even for modest values of N and T. What is needed is a simple and

systematic means of calculating the transmitted vectors from the

received vector.

Consider a T-user uniquely decodable code (Cl'C2, ... ,Cor) of length

N. Let ZlECl, Z2EC2' ... , ZTECr be T inputs to the noiseless T-user

adder channel, and let ~ = Zl+Z2+" '+~T be the corresponding channel

output. Then the decoding problem is to find the T inputs Zl' Z2 ' ... ,Z1

based on ~ without any ambiguity. For the case that each constituent

code contains two words, Ci = {~i'x'i} , i = 1,2, ... ,T, the decoding

algorithm can be handled in a way similar to the conventional decoding

for a single-user channel. Let Y = x'1+x'2+" .+x'T' we can represent the

difference S = Z - Y in terms of the T difference vectors, d. = X. -y. ,
-1 -1-1

i =1,2, ..• ,T, i.e.

s = Z - Y =
T.
L (Z. - y.)

. -1 -11=1

where

T
= L A. d.

. 1 1-11=
(4.20)

1 if Z. = x, ,
-1 -1

(4.21)

0 if Z. = y. .
-1 -1

Then Equation 4.20 can be expressed in terms of the difference matrix D,...,
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as follows,

S= Z-Y= "D-,.., (4.22)

where ~ = ("1'''2' ••• '''T) •

Since r is a fixed vector; each output! has a vector S uniquely

specified by!. The role of S in decoding the multiple-access channel

output is similar to that of a syndrome [20, p. 53J in the single-user

situation, hence we will call S a syndrome. Now the decoding problem

is to find the solution vector ~ over {O,l} according to the equation

S = AD.' If D is an N x N nons ingular matrix, then A= sn- l , where
- _tow roJ _ _I"'OJ

D-1 is the inverse matrix of D. For the more general case, the
,.., ""

difference matrix is a T x N rectangular matrix, T > N, therefore we

must find a generalized inverse Q-I of ~ [23J, [24J, such that ~ =

-1 . T
SD , and A € {O,l} .-,.., -

In Theorem 4.2, we use a particular iterative pattern (Equation

4.7) to define a class of asymptotically good T-user codes. We will

find a decoding algoritlun to decode this class of codes. Based on the

iterative pattern, we can find key equations for decoding [25J, and

therefore we can find the ~ vector in a systematic way.

We write the iterative pattern again for further reference,

. D. I D· 1N}.- ....1-

J4 = D. I -D· 1 (4.23)
"'l.- NJ.-

1. I O. I......1- ,..,1-
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I>.o = (1)

and the Ti -user code (CI ,C2, ••• ,Cr
i
) , defined by the difference matrix

!2i' is represented by Cj = {~j ,Yj } , I s j ~ Ti . Assume Z is a channel

output, S = ~ - Y is the corresponding syndrome, then~ can be decoded

by using the following decoding algoritlnn to the equation S = A(i)n..
- - .....1

Iterative Decoding

Based on S = A(i)n. ,we find a systematic way of decoding the
- - .....1

Ti-user uni.quel y decodable code as follows:

Let S(i) = S be the initial syndrome, L, e .

S(i) = S = Z - Y •

Then we partition SCi) into two equal partitions S(i-l) and S(i-l)
- , -1 -2'

~(i) = (~Y-I), ~~i-l)) (4.24)

where SCi) is the 2i - t upl e initial syndrome, and sii-l) , ~~i-l) are

respectively 2i - l _tupl es .

Let A(i) be the solution vector of

A(i)n. = SCi) (4.25)
.....1

and we partition ~(i) into three partitions,

A(i) = (A (i-I) A(i-I) A(i-I))
-1 '-2 ' -3

(4.26)

where (a) A(i) is a T.-tuple,
- 1

(b) A(i-l) and A(i-l) are T. -tuples,
-1 -2 1-1
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(c) A~i-l) is a 2i-l-tuple •

Decoding Levell:

(1) It follows from (4.23), (4.24), (4.25) and (4.26) that we obtain

the following three key equations.

A(i-I) :: S(i-l) + S(i-l) (mod 2)
-3 -1 -2 (4.27)

S(i-I) + S(i-l) _ A(i-l)
-1 -2 -3=

2
(4.28)

S(i-I) _ S(i-l) _ A(i-l)
-1 -2 -3

2
(4.29)

F E . (i-I)
rom quataon 4.27, we can solve \, . Then the right-hand

sides of Equations 4.28 and 4.29 are known, we will call them as lower-

order syndromes for separate branches.

Decoding Level 2:

Branch 1:

(2) Let the new syndrome be SCi-I). According to Equation 4.28,

Let

S(i-l)
S(i-l) + S(i-l) _ A(i-l)
-1 -2 -3=

2

= (S(i-2) S(i-2))
-1 ' -2
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X(i-I) = (X(i-2) X(i-2) X(i-2))
. -1 . -1 ' -2 ' -3

Then Equation 4.28 becomes

x(i-1)n. = S(i-l)
- ....1.-1

which is identical to Equation 4.25 with i replaced by i-I.

.And we have the key equations,

~~i-2) :: Sii-2) + s~i-2) (mod 2) , (4.30)

x(i-2)n
-1 ~-2

S(i-2) + S(i-2) _ A(i-2)
-1 -2 -3=

2
, (4.31)

X(i-2)n =
-2 "".i- 2

S(i-2) _ S(i-2) _ A(i-2)
-1 -2 . -3

2
(4.32)

Branch 2:

(3) Similarly, let the new syndrome be S(i-1). This time we use

Equation 4.29 for S (i-1) ,

S(i-1) =
SCi-I) _ S(i-l) _ x(i-1)
-1 -2 -3

2

= CS(i-2) s(i-2))
-1 ' -2

Let



A(i-l)
-2 = (A(i-2) A(i-2) A(i-2))

-1 ' -2 ' -3
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Then we have

the key equations identical to Equations 4.30, 4.31, and 4.32.

Decoding Level j: (2 ~ j ~ i-I)

(4) In general, we can repeat the same procedure by applying (4.27),

C4.28), (4.29) to every branch with suitable replacements of the

superscript j. The total mmber of decoding branches with known

syndromes at the j -th decoding level is equal to 2j -1. Any

branch at this level always has a known syndrome, say S(i-j+l) =

c§.fi-j), s~i-j)), which is derived from the preceding level.

Based on this syndrome, we always can decode a known 2i-Ltuple
~ Ci-j)
~3 '

A(i-j) = sCi-j) + sCi-j) (mod 2)
-3 - -1 -2

and derive two new branches. Each branch has its own syndrome,

the first branch has a new syndrome

sCi-j) + sCi-j) _ A(i-j)
-1 -2 -3

2

and the second one has a new syndrome



S(i-j) _ S(i-j) _ l(i-j)
-1 -2· . -3··

2

Decoding Level i (The Final Level):

(5) At this level 1~0) has a single component ,

solved by the following equations:

1 (0)
s(O) + s(O) _ 1(0)

= 123
1 2

1(0)
s(o) _ s(O) _ 1(0)

= 123
2 2

Figure 5 shows the decoding tree.

1(0) and 1(0) are
1 . 2
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Example: Consider the decoding of an 8-user code defined by the

following difference matrix:

1 1 1 1

1 -1 1 -1

1 0 1 0

1 1 -1 -1
£2 = (4.33)

1 -1 -1 1

1 0 -1 0

1 0 0 0

0 1 0 0
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The eight constituent codes are listed as follows:

Cl = {(llll),(OOOO)}

C2 = {(1010),(0101)}

C3 = { (1010) , (0000) }

C4 = {(lIDO), (0011)}

C5 = { (1001) , (0110) }

C6 = { (1000) , (0010) }

C7 = { (1000) , (0000) }

Cs = { (0100) , (0000) }

The vector Y is (0232). Assume the underlined vectors are transmitted.

Then the channel output vector ~ = (1111) + (0101) + (1010) + (0011) +

(1001) + (1000) + (1000) + (0100) = (5334). To decode Z, the syndrome

§. =~ - !. = (5334) - (0232) = (5102) is first computed. Applying the

key equations (4.27), (4.28) and (4.29) we have the following decoding

levels. First partition S(2) = S = (5102) into two parts sil) = (51)

and§.~l) = (02).

Decoding Level 1:

(1) ~~1):: (53) (mod 2)

Easily, we find that A(1) = (11)
-3 '

and
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A(l)n
S(l) + S(I) _ A(1)

(51) + (02) - (11)-1 -2 ·-3 (21) ,= = =-1 "'1 2 2

A(l)n
S(I) _ S(I) _ A(I)

(51) - (02) - (11)
=

-1 -2. . -3 = (2,-1) .=-2 "'1 2 2

Decoding Level 2:

Branch 1:

(2) By Equation 4. 30, we obtain

Then we have

A(O) = 2 + 1 - 1
1 2

A(O) = 2 - 1 - 1
2 2

Therefore,

Af1) = (101) •

Branch 2:

= 1

= 0

(3)

or

A~O) _ 2 - 1 (mod 2) ,

"\ (0) = 11\3 •



(i-4) • • •
A

•
. -3

•
•

•

•

LWELi~
• • •

A(0) A(0) A(0)
. 1 .. ' 2 . 3

Figure 6. Tree for Iterative Decoding
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IJO) = 2 - 1 - 1 = 0. 1 2

A(0) 2 + 1 - 1 1= =2 2

Therefore,

A(1) = (011)-2

Finally,

A(2) = (A(1) A(1), 1.(1))
. -1 '. -2 . -3

= (101 011 11)

Based on ~(2), we see that the under'Lined vectors shown in the

eight constituent codes were the transmitted code vectors.

4.6 Uniquely Decodable Codes With Unequal Rates

The T-user mique1y decodab1e codes discussed so far consist of

constituent codes with equal rates. Now, we consider a special class

of T-user uniquely decodab1e codes for which the constituent codes do

not have equal rates. More specifically, we consider the codes with

rate vectors lying close to the boundary of the marginal capacity

region, i.e. R = (Eo,EO'... '€O,l-€~) where EO and E~ approach zero

as the code length N becomes large.

The construction of aT-user mique1y decodab1e code with the

rate vector lying close to the boundary of the marginal capacity region

proceeds as follows. First, a (T-1) -user uniquely decodab1e code with
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equal-rate constituent codes is constructed. Second, one additional

constituent code with as many vectors as possible is annexed to the

original (T-l)-user code such that these T constituent codes form a

T-user uniquely decodable code. For simplicity, the first T-l

constituent codes are assumed to be two-word codes, so we can use

the difference matrix approach to handle it.

Code Structure

The code structure that we will consider is an (N+l)~user uniquely

decodable code of length N, where the first N constituent codes are

two-word codes, and the last constituent code has a rate which

approaches 1 as N becomes large.

Lennna 4. Z: Let N be an integer greater than or equal to 3. For

1 s i s N, let C. be a set consisting of two binary N-tuples X. and
1 ~

~i where !i has only one zero component which is at location i, and

Yi is the l' s complement of Xi. Then (Cl'CZ"" '~) forms an N-user

uniquely decodable code of length N.

Proof: Fonn an N x N matrix DCN) such that the i-th row of D(N) is-- ,... ,...,

the difference vector of X. and y.,
-1. -1

d. = X. - Y.
-1. -1-1

The matrix 1] (N) has the following form:
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-1 1 1 ... 1

1
DCN)

1 -1 I I
= N (4.34)

N

11 1 I -1

oC N ~

This matrix is called a combinatorial matrix [ZZ], and its determinant

is equal to (_Z)N-1. (N-Z). Therefore, for N ~ 3, DCN) is nonsingular.
N

Clearly, D(N) can be used as a difference matrix for an. N-user uniquely
N

decodable code of length N.

Q.E.D.

Theorem 4.4: Let N ~ 4, and (Cl'CZ" .. '~) be the N-user

tmique1y decodab1e code defined by the matrix D(N) given in (4.34).
N

Let ~+I be the set of all binary N-tuples excluding all the vectors

of weight (N-I). Then (C1 ,CZ" .• ,CN'~+I) is an (N+I)-user uniquely

decodab1e code of length N.

Proof: Let (Zl' Z2' •.. ,~) and (Zi. '~2' ... ,~) be two distinct sets of

vectors in (C1,CZ' ... ,CN) • Consider the following difference,

= mD(N)
-N'

(4.35)
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where m is an N-tup1e over {O,l,-D, and D(N) is the difference matrix- ~

of (Cl'C2, ... ,~). Let ~+1 and ~+1 be any two vectors in ~+1. In

order to show that (Cl'C2, .•. '~'~+1) is an (N+1)-user tmique1y

decodab1e code of .length N, we have to show

or

Now, we need to show all those ~'s satisfy (4.35) do not equal to

~+1-k.J+1. Without loss of generality, we assume the first 81 compo

nents of mare 1, the second 82 components of mare -1, and the remain

ing [N-(81+82)] components are zero. Then

>1

where 0 s 81 s N, 0:;; 82 :;; N, and 1 s 81+82 s N. We can show that

~ is an N-tup1e over {0,1,-1} if and only if one of the following

conditions is satisfied,

(a) N = 3, 81 = 3, and 8 = 02

(b) N ~ 3, 8 = 1, and 8 - 01 2 -

(c) N ~ 3, 81 = 0, and 8 = 12

For N ~ 4, if the condition (b) or (c) is satisfied, then ~ =~ =
(-1,1, ... ,1) or Z = -~1 = (1,-1, ... ,-1). Therefore, for any mover
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{O ,1, -l}, if the condition (b) or (c) is satisfied,

z = mD(N)- ....

is of the form d. or -d, with lsi s N, where d. is the i-th row of
-]. -]. -1

!!(N). Since ~+l does not contain any vector of weight (N-I),

~+l-~+1 cannot be equal to ±di·

If none of the conditions (a), (b) and (c) is satisfied, Z = mD(N)- -,.,

contains at least one component which is not in {O,l,-l}. In this

case, ~+l-~l is definitely not equal to! =~£(N). Therefore,

In other words,

Thus, (Cl'CZ" •• '~'~+l) is an (N+l)-user urrique'ly decodable code of

length N.

Q.E.D.

Example: AS-user urriquefy decodable code, (Cl'CZ' . " ,CS), of

length 4 constructed based on Theorem 4.4 is given in Table 4.S.



. TABLE 4.5

DECODING TABLE FOR 5-USER CODE BASED ON THEOREM 4.4

0001 1110
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0010 0011 1120
1101 1102 2211

(a)

0100

1011

0011 1102

0111 1202
1022 2113

1120

1220
2131

(b)

2211

2311
3222

C1+C2+C3
C4 0111 1022 1202 1220 2113 2131 2311 3222

1000 1111 2022 2202 2220 3113 3131 3311 4222
0111 0333 1133 1313 1331 2224 2242 2422 3333

(c)



TABLE 4.5. (Continued) DECODING TABLE FOR 5-USER CODE BASED ON THEOREM 4.4

~+~+S~4

~ 10333 11111133 1313 1331 2022 2202 2220 2224 2242 2422 3113 3131 3311 3333 4222

0000 0333 1111 1133 1313 1331 2022 2202 2220 2224 2242 2422 3113 3131 3311 3333 4222
0001 0334 1112 1134 1314 1332 2023 2203 2221 2225 2243 2423 3114 3132 3312 3334 4223
0010 0343 1121 1143 1323 1341 2032 2212 2230 2234 2252 2432 3123 3141 3321 3343 4232
0011 0344 1122 1144 1324 1342 2033 2213 2231 2235 2253 2433 3124 3142 3322 3344 4233
0100 0433 1211 1233 1413 1431 2122 2302 2320 2324 2342 2522 3213 3231 3411 3433 4322
0101 0434 1212 1234 1414 1432 2123 2303 2321 2325 2343 2523 3214 3232 3412 3434 4323
0110 0443 1221 1243 1423 1441 2132 2312 2330 2334 2352 2532 3223 3241 3421 3443 4332
1000 1333 2111 2133 2313 2331 3022 3202 3220 3224 3242 3422 4133 4131 4311 4333 5222

1001 1334 2112 2134 2314 2332 3023 3203 3221 3225 ·3243 3423 4114 4132 4312 4334 5223

1010 1343 2121 2143 2323 2341 3032 3212 3230 3234 3252 3432 4123 4141 4321 4343 5232

1100 1433 2211 2233 2413 2431 3122 3302 3320 3324 3342 3522 4213 4231 4411 4433 5322

1111 1444 2222 2244 2424 2442 3133 3313 3331 3335 3353 3533 4224 4242 4422 4444 5333

(d) 0\
VI
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CHAPTER 5

o-Decodab1e Codes

So far we have concentrated on the construction of T-user uniquely

decodab1e codes for the noiseless adder charmel. In this section, we

will construct T-user codes for the same channel with noise introduced.

The noisy adder channel can be regarded as a cascaded channel with the

first one being the noiseless adder cha:rme1, and the second one having

nonzero transition probability for any possible input-output pair

(i,j), o s r s r, O~j~T.

5.1 Definitions

Let ~ = (zl,z2, ... ,zN) and~' = (zi,z~, •.. ,z~) be two N-tup1es

with components from the subset {O,1,2, ... ,T} of the real field F. We

define the L-distance between Z and Z' as follows:

where - denotes the real subtraction and Izi-zi I denotes the absolute

value of z , -z~. It is easy to show that the L-distance is a distance
]. ].

metric [26].

Definition: Let (Cl'C2, ... ,Cr) be a T-user code of length N.

Let C = C1+C2+...+S = {~1+~2+·· .+~ I Zi ECi for i=1,2, ... ,T}. The

L-distance of a T-user code is defined as



dmin = min <\(Z,~t)

~,~'-c
Zf~'
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It follows from the above definition that a T-user code

(Cl,CZ' ... ,Cy) with dmin ~ 1 is a tmiquely decodable code. We will

call a T-user code with d
min

equal to 15 as a 15-decodable code [16J.

5.Z Basic Theorem of Error-Correcting Capability

Consider a noisy T-user adder channel.. Let

be the T input code vectors from a T-user code (Cl ,CZ' · •• ,Cr) with

. ""~i e Ci, for 1 s i s T. Let ~ = (zl' Zz ' .•• ,zN) be the channel output

vector. Due to the channel noise, ~' may not be the sum of ~l '~Z, ... ,

!r Let! = (zl'zZ'··· ,~) = Zl+Z2+·· .+Z1'. The difference

z' - z =

is called the error vector. The mnnber of transmission errors is

defined as following:

N
l

i=l
Iz~-z·1]. ].
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The follow:ing theorem characterizes the error-correcting capability of

aT-user s-decodahle code.

Theorem 5.1: AT-user s-decodab'le code (CP C2, ... ~Cr) is

capable of correcting t =[15;1 ] or fewer transmission errors.

Proof: Similar to the single-user channel, case, we apply the nearest

neighbor-decoding [27]. Let Zl'~2"'" Z:y be the T transmitted code

words. Let! = ~1+~2+" ,+Z:r- Let~' be the received vector. Assume

e(~,~') ~ t. Let (Wl '!!2'" . ,W1') be any set of T-vectors from

(Cl'C2, ... ,Cry) which is distinct from (Zl'~"" ,Z1')' Let W=

W1+WZ+••. +!T' Apply the triangular inequality of the distance metric

we have

or

d(Z' ,!) + d(~' ,Z) ~ dCW,Z)

d(~',!) ~ dCW,!) - d(Z', Z)

= dCW,!) - e(~' ,.0

~ (2t + 1) - 1

= t + 1 > d~' ,Z)

,

Therefore, d(~' ,!) > d(Z' ,f) for W 'f ~ € C. So by the decoding rule,

we always decode correctly.

Q.E.D.

The error-correcting capability of aT-user s-decodab'le code with
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equal-rate constituent codes, can be specified intenns of the differ

ence matrix of the T<user code. Let (Cl'CZ".' ,Cor) be a T-user code

of length N where C. = {X~ ,Y. } , 1 s i ~ T. Let
. 1 . -1 -1·

dZ
~ =

be the difference matrix of this T-user code where di = (dil ,di Z' ..• ,

diN) = x. - y. . Define
-1 -1

=
N
1:

j=l
Id. ·11)

where. Idijl is the absolute value of di j.

Theorem 5.Z: Let m be a nonzero T-tup1e with components from

{O,l,-l}. Then the T-user code (Cl'CZ'.'. ,Cr) is capable of correcting

t or fewer transmission errors over a T-user noisy adder channel if

min

!El'QT
€ {O ,1, -1}T

IlmD II
-N

Zt + 1

Proof: Let f and f' be any two distinct vectors in C = C1+CZ+· · ,+CT .

Then, we can express f and f' in the following fonns:
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T
Z' = ./:1' A~d~ + Y =. ~'Q + Y

1.= ...

" ,where Y = Yl+Y2+ ••• +Y~' . ~ =.cAl'AZ, .••. ,Ar), and A' = .(A1,AZ, ••. ,AT)

with

A. (or A~)
1. . 1.

By definition, we have

~ 1 ,

= { 0

if x. (or X~) is transmitted
-1. -1.

if Y. (or Y~) is transmitted.
-1. -1.

d(~,~') = IIz-~t II = II(A-~')JJII = Ilm~ II (5.1)

where m = A-A' •

If

min IlmIJ11
mrOT€{O,l,-llT

it follows from (5.1) that

;::: Zt + 1 ,

(5.2)

It follows from (5.2) and Theorem 5.1 that the T-user code (Cl'CZ' •.. '

Cr) is capable of correcting t or fewer errors.

Q.E.D.

5.3 A Class of o-Decodable Codes Constructed Based on
Hadamard Matrices

In the following, we will present a class of T-user o-decodable

codes whose construction is based on the Hadamard matrices [28].
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A Hadamard matrix H of order. N is an N x N matrix of +1 and ~1,....

such that any two rows of Bare .orthogonal , L,e ,

'Where HT is the transpose matrix of'H , and I is the N x N identity.... .... ....

matrix. Given an N x N Hadamard matrix H, we can construct a 2N x 2N....
Hadamard matrix HI ,....

(5.3)

The second-order Hadamard matrix is defined as follows.

(5.4)

Using the basic Hadamard matrix given by (5.4), the Hadamard

matrix tl2m of order 2m can be constructed by applying the iterative

method described by (5.3).

l!2
m

-
1

]

H -H
""2m-1 "'2m-1

m~l,

where tl2m-1 is the 2m-I-order Hadamard matrix.

Using the 2m-order Hadamard matrix, we can construct a 2m-user

2m-decodable code of length 2m as described in the following theorem.
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Theorem 5.3: The 2m,..order Hadamard matrix H m defines a Zm_
"'2

user 2m-decodab1e code of length Zm.

Proof: We prove this theorem by us ing mathematical induction on m •

(1) For m= 1, let

with ~1 = (1,1) and ~Z = (1,-1). We can easily see that, for any

m € {O,1, -l}Z and !!! ::f Q.Z ,

Ilm1411 ~ 2

Therefore tlz defines a Z-user Z-decodab1e code of length 2.

(2) Let ~ = Jj2k' Assume that !2k defines a Zk-user 2k-decodab1e code

of length 2k .

Let J4c+1 = Jj
zk+1'

We want to show that Ek+1 defines a zk+1-user

2k+1-decodab1e code of length Zk+1 •

Let!!!. be a zk+1_t up1e with components from {O,l,-l}. Partition m

into two parts as follows,

where !!!.:t. consists of the first Zk components of!!!. and !!!.z consists of

the rest 2k components of m. Consider the following Zk+1_t up1e,



Let

G1 = (gll,g12'" ·"gl Zk) -' m~- -1"" ,,

Gl = (gZl,gZZ,···,gz zk) = m2~,

Then

and
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Note that for 1 s i s Zk ,

2 Z Z Z
= Z(gl-+gZ-+\gl--gz-l)]. ]. ]. ].

or

Igl-+gz-I + Igl--gz-I = z max (Igl-I, Igz - I) . (5.6)
,].]. ].]. '1'].

Combining (5.5) and (5.6) we have

I t follows from the assumption that

,
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=

Therefore,

By mathematical induction, this concludes our proof.

Q.E.D.

5.4 A Second Class of o-Decodab1e Codes

In this section another class of o-decodab1e codes is constructed.

This class contains the class of asymptotically good uniquely decodab1e

codes defined in Theorem 4.2 and the class of codes constructed by

using Hadamard matrices as subclasses. This class of T-user s-decod

able codes is good in the sense that the rate vector is above the t ime

sharing hyperplane, L,e, R
Stml

~ 1 .

Theorem 5. 4: Let D~j) be a matrix over {O,l,-l} fanned in the
....1

following manner:

(a) Using the iterative retat.ion as following,

£-e.+1 =

Q-e. £-e.

£-e. -£-e.

I-e. Q-e.

for 0 ~ -e. ~ i-j-1 where £0 = [lJ .

(b) Using D.. as the initial matrix D1~jJ~ to form D~j). iterative-....1-J .... - ....1
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1y as following,

[
DO) 0)

](j) ~ 2t
~+i

::;

0) -DO)2t Nt

for i-j ~ t ~ i-I .

Then D~j) defines a (i+Z-j)·Zi-l-user zj-decodab1e code of length
""1

Zi, where i ~ 1, i ~ j ~ °.
Proof: (1) Using the iterative relation in (a), we know that !2i-j

defines a (i-j+Z).Zi-j-l-user l-decodab1e code of length zi-j.

(Z) For the iterative relation in (b), and using the results

in Theorem 5. 3, we can show:

s.. = 1 x zj = zj
1)

T.. T.. zj C z .) Zi-l= . = 1+ -J .1) 1-J

N. = zi-j . zj = zi
1

Therefore D~j) defines a (i+Z-J·)·Zi-1-user zj-decodable code of
, ""1

length Zi, where i ~ 1, i ~ j ~ °.
Q.E.D.

It is quite trivial to point out that j = 0, £fO) is the itera

tive matrix defined in Theorem 4.Z; and j = i, D~i) is the Zi-order
....1

Hadamard matrix H 1· .
""z

For 0 s j ~ i, the rate of the cS-decodab1e code defined by EP)
is



R(i,j) =Tij
sum N.

1.

I .
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It implies this class of codes with rate vectors lying above the time

sharing hyperplane.
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APPENDix A

Proof of LeJIll1l3. 4.1

Let D. 1 = cYl ,V2, ••• ,VN ), where V., j = 1,2, ••• ,N1.'-1' is
NJ..- i-I J

the j-th column of I!i-l' By the iterative pattern defined in Theorem

4.2, ;Qi can be written as follows,

"" "" VN VI "" ""VI V2 V2 .•. VNi-I i-I

"" "" V -V -v ".-VND. = VI V2"'1 N. I I 21.- i-I

I. 1 O. 1""1.- ""1-

Then
1"01 "" ""

D. I VI V2 ... VN·""1- 1-1
1"01 "" ""B. = D. I = VI V2 ... VN"'1 ""1.- i-I..

I. I I. 1""1- ""1-

H. =
"'1

-D
""i-l

O. 1""1.-

VI "2 ..• "N. -VI -V2 ••. -VN. ]1.-1 1-1

I. 1 O. 1
""1- ""1.-

Without loss of generality, we will assume that the first S

columns in B. are deleted, and all rows in H
1
· are deleted except those

"'l. ""

that have zero components in the first S positions. Then we obtain

the following TiS x (Ni-S) matrix over {O,l,-l}
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'" '" '" '" '" '"

1VS+I V VI Vs VS+I VN· I N· I1- 1-

D~
"'t "'t "', "', "', "',= VS+I VN -V .•. -VS -VS+I -VN TiS"'1 i-I I i-I

It t 1o: I"'i-l "'1-

N.-S
1

(A. I)

"""t ,...., ,
where V. corresponds with V

J
• after fow deletion, and I. I is the

J "'1-

(Ni_l-S)-order identity matrix, Qi-l is the (Ni_l-S) x Ni-l zero

matrix. By the row-deletion scheme, we have

"'tV.
J

= 6' , I s j s S

where 0 represents a zero column vector.

Let m be a T·S-tuple over {O,l,-l} such that
- 1

,
mD.
-"'1

N· -S= 0 1 (A.2)

We may group the components of m into three parts as following:

where !!!:I. is the first Ti-l components of m, m3 is the last (Ni_l-S)

components of m, and ~ is the remaining part of m,

From Equations (A.I) and (A.2), we have



"" '" I
~.vS+1 + !!!zVS+1 + ~1 = 0 ,

!!!J.\fS = 0 ,

"" "'"rn..V - m..V = 0 ,
-J. N· 1 :'-L. N· 11- 1-

From Equations (A.3), (A.4) and (A.5), we have

N· I-S
m3 = o 1- ,

N· 1
mID. 1 = o 1-
- ""1-

D*
N· rS

= o 1-
!!!z""i-1 ,

where

= (V"" V')S+1 ... Ni-I

By Theorem 3.1, we have

(A.3)

(A.4)

(A.s)

(A.6)

(A.7)
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~ =
T· 1o J.- (A. 8)
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If!!!z is a nonzero vector, we can fonn a nonzero vector ~ , with

zeros inserted to !!!Z, where the inserting positions correspond to the

deleted positions of V" •
]

N· l-S
From Equation CA. 6), we have !!!z}J~-1 = .Q. J. - which implies

I Ni-l I TJ."-l
m.D. = 0 . Thus by Theorem 3.1 IIt.. = 0 • This 1111p"lies that
-L/"'J.-1 - , -"L, -

!!!z must be a zero vector. Therefore m IIRlSt be a zero vector, and the

rows of !!i are linearly independent over {O,l,-U.

Q.E.D.
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APPENDIX B

Proof of Equivalency Between D. and D~
~1 ....1

For all j ~ 1, define the following two permutation matrices P.
....J

and o. such that....J
. *K. = o. D. P.'J ....J ....J ~J

, (B.l)

where P. is a 2j -order permutation matrix specifying the following
"'J

column pennutations:

(1) 1 S l S 2j - l ,

the l-th co'luan of D~ becomes the (2l-l) -th column of K. ,
~ ~

(2) 2j-l+l S s. S 2j ,

the l-th cohmn of D~ becomes the [Zo (l-zj-l)]-th column
~

of K. "
"'J

and Q. is a (j+2) '2 j-l-order permutation matrix, specifying the follow
J

ing~ permutations:

(1) 1 S t S (j+l)ozj-Z ,

the t-th row of D~ becomes the (Zt-l) -th row of K
J
. ,

~J ....

(Z) (j+l)'Zj-Z+lS t S (j+l)oZj-l ,

the t-th row of D~ becomes the {Z[t-(j+l)ozj-Z]}-th row
....J

of JSj,

(3) (j+l)ozj-l+l S t S (j+Z)ozj-l ,

the rows are unchanged 0
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For all l ~ 1, and m ~ 1, define the fo11owingpennutation matrices:

Ql m-l,

Ql,m = &,m-l

p-l
.....l,m-l

(B.2)

with

2l,0 = gl (B. 3)

and

[
p

]
.....l,m-l

fl m = (B.4),
P.....l,m-l

with

and

By definitions of D~, K. and D., we have
.....1 .....1 .....1

D = n* = K_ = [ ~ -~ ].....1 "'1 "'1 '
1 0

(B.5)
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r ISI !SJ. 1 r Q1 Q1

n* =

l~ -K J = l El -D = Q2....2 ....1 ....1

!1 Q1 II Q1

ISz ISz * g2 Q~ £2g2 Q2 E2
n* !Sz -ISz * *= = g2 Q2 E2 -g2 Q2 £2....3

!2 Q2 12 Q2

g2 Q2 Q2 £2
= g2 Q2 -D....2

-1
12 .Q2 £2p.....2

where B-3 = g2,1 ' M3 = E2,1 .

Now assume, for some j ;<: 3"

R. =
....J .9j -1 ,1 .9j -1,2 ... .92, j -2 , (B.7)

Mo = P2 0.2 P3 ° 3 ••• P. 1 1 '.... J .... ,J- .... ,J- .... J- , (B.8)
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and

D~ = Bj D. M. (B.9)
"'J "" ""J ""J

Since

K. *= Q. D. P.
""J J ""J ""J

K. K.
""J "'J

* K. -K.!2j +1 =
"'J "'J

I. O.
"'J "'J

Q. * Q. *D. P. D. P.
"'J "'J "'J "'J NJ ""J

Q. * Q. *= D. P. D. P.
""J "'J "'J ""J NJ ""J

I. O.
"'J ""J

g. D~ D~ P.J "'J ""J
""J

= gj D~ -D~
""J ""J

-1
I. O. P.P. ""J"'J "'J ""J

R. D. M. R. D. M.
"'J ""J ""J ""J ""J ""J

= Q. 1 R. D. M. -R. D. M. P. 1.....J, "'J ""J ""J ""J ""J ""J ""J,

I. O.
""J ""J



= gj,l

R.
"'J

R.
"'J

M.
"'J

M.
"'J

P. 1"'J ,
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= gj,l gj-l,Z ... 9Z,j-l Qj+l EZ,j-1 ... Ej-l,Z Ej,l

where

(B.lO)

9Z,j-1

P. 1 ."'J ,

(B.11)

(B.lZ)

Thus for all i 2: 1, we conclude that D. and D~ are equivalent.
"'1 .....1

Since D~ is equivalent to D., for J. 2: 1, and
"'J "'J

*K. = Q. D·· P.
.....J ,.;J "'J "'J

therefore K. is equivalent to D..
"'J .....J

*Applying Lemma 4.1 to shorten the matrix D. is exactly the same
"'1

as the case of shortening the matrix D., for the submatrix K. 1 of D.
"'1 "'1- "'1

equivalent to D. 1 .
"'1-
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APPENDIX C

Derivation of the NLunber of Deleted Rows of ~

(A) The number of rows removed from H~ is equal to the number of
""'1

nonzero rows in the matrix formed by the last S columns of

[

!5i-l ]

T. 1""1.-

By Lennna 4.1, there are S rows removed from the identity matrix

!i-I' Since it is trivial to show that the first 2i -1 rows of !5i-l
. i-I

contain only +1 and -1 components, therefore, by Lennna 4.1, these 2

rows must be removed for any S column deletions.

(B) Let ~i-l denote the resultant matrix that is obtained by

deleting the first 2i-1 rows and removing the minus sign from K. I .
""'1.-

Then Ei-l becomes a (i-I) 'Zi-Z x 2i-l matrix, and can be partitioned

as follows.

where

E. 1 ="'1-
(C.l)

(1) E~ll) is the Zi-Z-order all-one matrix,
""'1-

(2) E~21) is the Zi-Z-order all-zero matrix,
""'1-
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(3) EP) (or E~4)) after zero rows bein.g deleted, is equal.....1.-1 .....1.-1'

to E. 2......].-

(4) For any nonzero row in Ef3
1
) , the corresponding row in E~41)~1.- .....1.-

is a zero row, and vice versa.

The above properties are true for all i ~ 1, thus we can make a

general proof of Equation (C.l) as follows. First three matrices of

E., i ~ '1, are shown,
~1.

1 1 I 0 0

1 1 0 0

E2 = j"

1 0 0 0

0 o 1 1 0

1 1 1 1 I 0 0 0 0

1 1 1 1 I 0 0 o· 0

1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0

1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0

E3 = - - 1- - - - - -
1 1 0 0 , 0 0 0 0

1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 0

0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0

1 0 0 0 , 0 0 0 0

0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 I 1 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0
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It is easy to see that ;§1' ;§2' E3 satisfies Equation (Col) 0 Since

E. is derived from K., therefore the iterative relations of K. are
"'J "'J "'J
retained, i.e 0 given any j ~ 1,

en e12 e
1,Nj

E. = (C.2)
""J

eT~ ,1 eT! 2 e ,
T· ,N.

J J' J J

we have

eT! 1 eT! 1 eT! 2 eT! 2 e , e ,
J' J' J ' J '

Tj ,Nj Tj ,Nj

eT~ 1 eT~ 1 eT! 2 eT! 2 e , e ,

£j+1 = J' J' J' J'
Tj ,Nj Tj ,Nj

M.
"'J

(Co 3)

with

T~ . = J: 2j - 1
J
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Assume £; satisfies Equation (C.1), then E~l) after expansion
J ....J

becomes gJ;i ' the 2
j

x 2
j

all-one matrix, similarly for :sf~i. Since

the matrix formed by the nonzero rows of E~3) is equal to E. l' by the
""J NJ-

iteration relation defined in Equations (C.2) and (C.3) the matrix

formed by nonzero rows of EP) becomes E.. Similarly this is true for
....J .....J

E~4). It is easy to show the nonzero row of E~+3l) corresponding to a
~ ~

zero row in gJ~i and vice versa. Thus, Equation (C.l) is true for all

i ~ 1.

(C) In the following, we deriva an expresion for the number of

nonzero rows of the matrix formed by the last S columns of E., where.....J
j ~ 1, and 1 ~ S ~ zj.

Let mj ,S be the number of nonzero rows of the matrix formed by

the last S co.hams of E.. Since E~4) has the same nonzero rows as.....J .....J

£j -1' we have

m, S = m'_l SJ, J,
(C.4)

j-l
rnj,S = mj-l,S-2j-l + rnj_l,zj-l + 2 (C.S)

where (1) the tenn 2j -1 is obtained from the fact that ~l) is an all

one matrix with 2j - l rows; (2) the tenn mj _l,2j-l is obtained from

the fact that the nonzero rows of EP) and E~4) do not overlap; and
....J ....J

(3) the term m. 1 S 2J' -1 is obtained from the fact EJ3) and E. 1 haveJ- , - .....J .....J-

the same nonzero rows.



Let S = 2j . Based on Equation (C. 5), we have

m· 2J' = 2'm J' 1 + 2
j
-1 •J, i-12 -

oJ ,

Let m
j

,2 j = f j . Then Equation (C.6) becomes

_. j-lf. - 2 f. 1 + 2 .
J J-

Define the following generating ftmction:

00 •

F(X) = L f.XJ
j=l J

(C.6)

(C.7)

(C.S)
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where f j = 0 for j s O. From Equations (C.7) and (C.B), we have

F(X) =
ex> •

L f.xJ
j=l J

,

= 2'xF(X)

From Equation (C.9), we have

+ .-E
1-2x

(C.g)

F(X) = x
(1-2x)2

or

f. = j '2j-1
J

(C.IO)

(C. 11)



Therefore, Equations (C.4) and (C.S) can be rewritten as

mj -1,8' for 1 s S s 2
j

-
1
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II),8 =
m . 1 + (J"+1).2j-2, for Zj-1+1 ~ 8 ~ zj .

j-1,8-ZJ-

(C.lZ)

Let us expand 8-]" in radix- 2 form as following:

j-1 "
8-1 = l S.• 21

. 0 11=

Then, we obtain

(C.13)

j-1 .
l 8 .• (i+2)·Z1-1
.0 1
1=

(C.14)

The derivation of Equation (C.14) is given below. According to

Equation (C.1Z), we have (1)

m, 8J,
= (j+1)·2 j - Z+m ·1

j -1 ,S-8j -1· ZJ-
,

for 8j_1 = 1; (Z)

m. S = 0 + m • 1
J , j -1 , S- Sj -1 •2J -

for 8. 1 = o. Therefore, we obtainJ-



o 2
m. S = So • (j+1) 02) - + mOl
), )-1 )0-18-8- 102)-, J-

We continue in this manner , finally we obtain (C.14) •
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